Mantrap Lewis Sinclair New York Harcourt
surviving modernity: sinclair lewis and the 1920s - 4 sinclair lewis, main street (new york: bantam,
1996), p. 518. 4. esharp issue 4 journeys of discovery and babbitt lewis indicates the struggle that he and
others face in the transitional 1920s. it is uncertain what his solutions are in both early novels but he seems to
point to the only options available to him at this stage – conformity or rebellion. it is in arrowsmith and
dodsworth ... sinclair lewis - american writers 27 - sinclair lewis - american writers 27 mark schorer
published by university of minnesota press schorer, mark. sinclair lewis - american writers 27: university of
minnesota pamphlets on american writers. sinclair lewis remembered - muse.jhu - 58 / james branch
cabell lewis by his own admission fell into the trap of potboiling in such negligible novels as mantrap and the
man who knew coolidge, a mistake the rival novel - topic page: lewis, sinclair (1885 - 1951) - lewis spent
his apprenticeship as a journalist and a publicity agent for new york publishers. by day he by day he cranked
out copy, and by night tried his hand at fiction writing. the american village in a global setting - sinclair
lewis has generally been acknowledged to have a keen eye for the nuances of life in american communities
large and small, primarily from the middle west, but also emblematic of the nation as a whole in the hubert
irey gibson collection of sinclair lewis - between sinclair and lloyd lewis, april 1933 to september 1933.
written mostly to sinclair, written mostly to sinclair, lloyd lewis discussed the details of the plot of the play,
which he was calling “the skedaddler.” sinclair lewis almanac - illinois state university - sinclair lewis
almanac january 2, 1942 on this day in history, critically acclaimed american novelist sinclair lewis divorced his
second wife dorothy thompson. clara bow in mantrap - the cine-files - issue 13 - sinclair lewis. i haven’t
read the lewis novella, which is described by some critics as a i haven’t read the lewis novella, which is
described by some critics as a minor, non-comic story about a sexually voracious woman who ruins men’s
lives.
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